Abstract-Router's buffer design and management strongly influence energy, area and performance of on-chip networks, hence it is crucial to encompass all of these aspects in the design process. At the same time, the NoC design cannot disregard preventing network-level and protocol-level deadlocks by devoting ad-hoc buffer resources to that purpose. In chip multiprocessor systems the coherence protocol usually requires different virtual networks (VNETs) to avoid deadlocks. Moreover, VNET utilization is highly unbalanced and there is no way to share buffers between them due to the need to isolate different traffic types. This paper proposes CUTBUF, a novel NoC router architecture to dynamically assign virtual channels (VCs) to VNETs depending on the actual VNETs load to significantly reduce the number of physical buffers in routers, thus saving area and power without decreasing NoC performance. Moreover, CUTBUF allows to reuse the same buffer for different traffic types while ensuring that the optimized NoC is deadlock-free both at network and protocol level. In this perspective, all the VCs are considered spare queues not statically assigned to a specific VNET and the coherence protocol only imposes a minimum number of queues to be implemented. Synthetic applications as well as real benchmarks have been used to validate CUTBUF, considering architectures ranging from 16 up to 48 cores. Moreover, a complete RTL router has been designed to explore area and power overheads. Results highlight how CUTBUF can reduce router buffers up to 33 percent with 2 percent of performance degradation, a 5 percent of operating frequency decrease and area and power saving up to 30.6 and 30.7 percent, respectively. Conversely, the flexibility of the proposed architecture improves by 23.8 percent the performance of the baseline NoC router when the same number of buffers is used.
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INTRODUCTION
N ETWORKS-ON-CHIP (NoCs) is an accepted solution to cope with the increasing communication requirements in multi-core architectures. However, the huge amount of design parameters to be considered, i.e., buffer depth, number of virtual channels (VCs), pipeline organization, flit size and so on, makes the NoC design complex. Router buffers are recognized as those that mostly affect the overall behavior of the on-chip network and, consequently, the performance of the whole chip. Moreover, buffers consume a significant part of the NoC router power and storing a packet in a buffer consumes far more energy than its transmission [1] . Besides, the area occupied by an on-chip router is dominated by the buffers [2] , [3] . Last but still important, the router buffer organization significantly impacts on the deadlock problem, both at network and protocol levels. This is more important when implementing strategies for chip multiprocessors (CMPs). In such systems it is typical to find a coherence protocol running on top of the NoC. This protocol injects messages of different types and the network needs to separate them in different queues, i.e. virtual channels, thus imposing a multiplicative increase in the number of queues implemented in the NoC routers. Typically, each message type is steered through a so-called different virtual network (VNET), thus using only resources reserved for the specific VNET.
Indeed, we can relate the power/performance trade-off with the number of queues used in the NoC routers. The number of queues has to be sized in order to achieve a given performance, to avoid network deadlocks (provisioning enough queues for the routing algorithm) and to avoid protocol deadlocks (provisioning enough queues for the running protocol). Conversely, the power consumption of the NoC strongly depends on the number of queues. Thus, we have conflicting goals: reducing the queues for the power consumption without compromising the performance or even the correct system behavior. CUTBUF is a novel router architecture that efficiently manages the buffers by dynamically assigning more queues to the demanding VNETs and reusing each queue by packets of different types. The novelty is a NoC router with almost the same performance of the reference baseline NoC, but with a reduced number of implemented queues. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first comprehensive work addressing the reuse of virtual channels by mixing the traffic pertaining to different VNETs at run-time with a per packet granularity, still avoiding deadlock at both routing and protocol levels.
The rest of this section is split in three parts. Section 1.1 motivates the importance of a proper buffer design and management to address concurrently area, power and performance. The novel contributions of the paper are detailed in Section 1.2, while the structure of the whole paper is outlined in Section 1.3.
Rationale on Buffer Optimizations
The buffer design has a relevant impact on the NoC area and power as well as on the overall system performance [3] , [4] . Aggressively reducing the number of buffers or their size to reduce silicon area and power consumption is not feasible, due to the impact on NoC performance. Buffers are a key resource because: they allow to decouple the communication in multiple separated hops, thus enhancing flexibility; increasing the depth of the buffers, mitigates the impact of the round trip time in NoCs exploiting a credit-based control flow (which can force to insert stalls in the communication between two routers); VCs allows multiple packets to share the physical channel, reducing the Head of Line (HoL) blocking effect, and increasing performance, even if multiple physical buffers per input port are required; coherence protocols impose multiple separated VNETs to route different types of messages avoiding deadlock. Each VNET requires dedicated buffers. Fig. 1 reports the normalized execution time for qsort (see MIBENCH [5] ), considering a 16-core 2D-mesh multi-core and a link width of 64 bits. Different buffer counts per input port and buffer depths are considered in Figs. 1a and 1b, respectively. Fig. 1a shows how the performance penalty is over 40 percent when single flit buffers are used, while increasing the buffer depth greatly improves the performance. On the other hand, increasing the buffer depth can have the drawback of low buffer utilization. In summary, a suitable (not trivial) buffer reuse strategy should be considered to tune the buffer depth. Results in Fig. 1b are obtained considering a buffer depth of 4 flits and a buffer width of 64 bits. Fig. 1b highlights a performance improvement by increasing the number of VCs per VNETs.
Conversely, Fig. 2 reports the area breakdown considering a router split in five main components: buffers, crossbar, output port logic, virtual channel allocation (VA) and switch allocation (SA). Different flit widths and number of virtual channels for each input port are considered. Again, buffers emerge as one of the first actors in determining the overall NoC area. Both buffer depth and buffer count reduction can satisfy the need to shrink the NoC footprint with a positive power reduction. For all the above reasons, buffer reuse and buffer sharing between VNETs schemes represent a suitable research path to balance power, performance and area.
The NoC design is burst oriented, i.e., it is tailored to support the maximum load due to the attached cores. Typically, the traffic is low for the majority of the time, with a poor resource utilization. Thus, a proper router design is crucial to reduce the buffers by compacting the traffic in few of them still ensuring similar performance. Table 1 reports the average buffer usage between the VNETs, for some MIBENCH applications [5] , considering a 4 Â 4 2D-mesh and the MESI directory-based coherence protocol using three VNETs as implemented in GEM5 [7] . Results are normalized to the most used VNET (reference utilization of 1). It is evident the variable buffer utilization, spurring the search for solutions to exploit the unbalanced resource usage.
Novel Contributions
CUTBUF is a novel NoC architecture reusing at run-time the same buffer for different types of traffic. The goal is to improve NoC area and power by reducing the implemented buffers with a minimal impact on the overall performance. Three main contributions to the state of the art can be envisioned:
Dynamic VC allocation to VNET. The possibility to assign any VC to any type of traffic at run-time depending on the actual needs of each VNET, allows to reduce the number of implemented VCs with minimal impact on performance. Traffic mixing and queue usage minimization. Different types of message can be mixed on the same VC at different times still ensuring to be deadlock free at network and protocol levels. This confines the traffic in few buffers, increasing their utilization. Considering low traffic, only a single queue is used on every router port to manage all the traffic, thus enabling large power savings for the other ones (the power gating is not explored in this paper). Power and performance trade-off. CUTBUF focuses on area and power savings by reducing the Fig. 1 . Performance impact varying both the count and depth of the buffer. Results are from a 16-core 2D-mesh running qsort benchmark (see Table 2 for parameters). Fig. 2 . Area breakdown varying the flit width and the number of virtual channels for three VNETs. Data have been obtained from an inputbuffered wormhole router synthesized at 667 GHz with 45 nm technology. [6] . Data are normalized to the most loaded VNET and extracted from the router five (center of the mesh).
implemented buffers, with minimal impact on the overall system performance. Synthesis results highlight an area and power reduction up to 13.7 and 13.8 percent, respectively, for the CUTBUF implementing five VCs against the baseline with six VCs. Note that CUTBUF offers the same bandwidth of the baseline with six VCs using only five VCs. Although CUTBUF focuses on buffer reduction keeping the same performance, additional results show that by using the same number of queues CUTBUF outperforms the baseline router by up to 23.8 percent.
Paper Structure
The following Section 2 discusses the state of the art on NoC buffer design and management, while the CUTBUF architecture is detailed in Section 3. Area and power estimates based on RTL synthesis as well as simulation results for performance evaluation are provided in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
RELATED WORKS
Several works in literature focused on buffer design and management, due to their tight relation with NoC power, performance and area. [8] investigated the buffer sizing issues, but their solution is tailored to a specific application class, so that it lacks of flexibility when different traffic patterns are used. [9] , [10] proposed two buffer-less router microarchitectures coupled with a deflection-based routing algorithm ( [9] ) and a minimal routing algorithm with packet retransmission capabilities ( [10] ). The complete absence of buffers drastically reduces both area and power of the router, but it confines the solution to low traffic scenarios, thus imposing great performance penalties considering medium and high NoC loads.
Elastic buffers [11] makes use of the buffer space inherent in pipelined channels to reduce buffer cost. While removing virtual-channel buffers (VCBs) prevents efficient flow control and deadlock avoidance, elastic buffers exploit physical channels duplications by using them in the same way as VCs are used to prevent deadlock and define traffic classes. In this perspective, CUTBUF methodology relies on VCBs, although it is totally orthogonal to elastic buffers, since it can be easily adapted by replacing the use of buffers with the use of physical channels.
[4] discussed an extension of Duato's theory [12] . A packet that is using an escape path is allowed to be restored to an adaptive one thanks to the concept of whole packet forwarding (WPF). WPF allows to allocate a complete packet from an escape VC to an adaptive one, still avoiding the generation of possible network deadlocks. CUTBUF exploits a somewhat similar scheme called buffer reuse as one of the implemented optimizations, whose differences w.r.t. WPF are discussed in Section 3.3. Our work is orthogonal to [4] , since we focus on buffer reduction with guaranteed performance. Moreover, CUTBUF can be applied regardless to the NoC topology and to the routing algorithm.
[13] presented a flit-reservation flow control strategy. An additional network is used to send control flits before sending the data, to reserve the buffer resources, thus increasing the network throughput and the resource utilization. This work is similar to the CUTBUF buffer reuse strategy (see Section 3.3), but CUTBUF does not require an additional control network. Besides, the packet that will reuse the buffer, thus exploiting the CUTBUF buffer reuse solution, is not required to be of the same type, namely of the same VNET, of the previously stored one.
[14] discussed the NoC architecture exploited in the single cloud chip (SCC) from Intel. The implemented VCs are partitioned between routing VCs and performance. The routing VCs are fixed and are used to ensure network deadlock avoidance while the performance ones are used to increase the performance. [14] focuses on the performance improvement. Conversely, CUTBUF focuses on buffer reduction keeping almost the same performance with three main differences from [14] . The SCC is a non-coherent chip, while CUTBUF expressly focuses on coherent multi-cores. Moreover, CUTBUF considers all the VCs freely allocable to each VNET and clearly states conditions to do so without generating both network and protocol level deadlocks. Last, CUTBUF can allocate different packet types in the same physical VC even at the same time. This is supported by the fact that no VC is reserved to a particular VNET.
ViChar [3] implemented a buffer size regulator design to dynamically resize buffers depending on the actual length of the stored packet. Buffers are assigned on a per flit basis following a daisy-chained list approach. ViChar can reduce the buffer size up to 50 percent while the area overhead due to the additional logic limits the gain up to 30 percent of the area reduction with the same performance. [15] proposed an ViChar-based scheme where dynamic buffer allocation is performed on a per router basis instead of on a per input port. It is worth noticing that the additional required logic can drive to excessive area if small flit sizes are considered, i.e., 32-bit flit width as in commercial Tilera solutions [16] . Thus, CUTBUF tries to obtain the same benefit in terms of area power and performance of ViChaR by leveraging different properties of the NoC traffic. Moreover, CUTBUF analyses and solves both network and protocol-level deadlock considering both synthetic and real traffic, while ViChaR does not consider real traffic nor the protocol-level deadlock issue.
ElastiStore [17] proposed a buffer management scheme that exploits a single shared queue between all the VCs of a specific input port providing area and power reduction while ensuring almost the same performance of the original NoC. CUTBUF works in the same direction. However, it implements a totally different strategy aiming at the onebuffer-for-all the traffic types idea. Finally, ElastiStore requires a complex fully associative implementation for the shared queue, since at each cycle each flit in such a queue can be read.
PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
CUTBUF is a novel NoC router allowing to reuse the same VC for different message types. Section 3.1 presents the baseline router, while the other sections illustrate the specific optimizations of CUTBUF. The switch allocation flow (SAF) strategy is presented in Section 3.2. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 detail the buffer and VNET reuse strategies, respectively. Section 3.5 addresses the buffer remapping strategy. Fig. 3 depicts the CUTBUF router. Each change to the baseline microarchitecture is highlighted, focusing on the required and provided information from and to each logic block. This figure is referenced multiple times and, for the sake of clarity, additional drawings are provided to highlight specific details of the optimizations.
Baseline NoC Router
We focus on a wormhole router which supports VCs and VNETs, with a standard 4-stage pipeline, i.e., buffer write/ route computation (BW/RC), virtual channel allocation, switch allocation, and switch traversal (ST). A single cycle for link traversal (LT) is assumed. The router implements atomic VC allocation. The proposed solution considers the VNET implementation to enable coherence protocol support at NoC level, preventing the traffic from one VNET to be routed on a different one. A packet is considered split in multiple atomic transmission units called flits. The first flit of each packet is the head flit. A body flit represents an intermediate flit of the original packet while the tail flit is unique for each packet and closes the packet. When a head flit arrives to the input port of the router it has to pass through the four pipeline stages before traversing the link. First, it is stored in the VC buffer (BW) which has been reserved by the upstream router, and the output port is computed (RC). Then, it competes in the VA stage to reserve an idle virtual channel in the selected output port. Note that assigned VCs belong to the set of VCs associated to the VNET of the packet. Once the VA succeeds, head, body and tail, competes in packet order for a crossbar switch path (SA). Finally, each winning flit in the SA has to pass the ST and LT before reaching the next router. Tail and body flits pass through fewer stages, since they reuse resources and information reserved by the head flit (i.e., VC and RC).
Switch Allocation Flow and Release Blocked
CrossBar Path Optimization
Traditionally, wormhole virtual channeled NoCs exploit flit-level switching, thus each flit of the packet must compete to access the crossbar. Flit-level switching coupled with a round-robin arbitration scheme is the standard solution to fairly arbitrate the crossbar. It allows for high throughput since, even if a packet has its output port blocked, a flit of another packet from the same input port and a different VC can be granted to cross the switch. However, multiple buffers in the same router are active, posing serious concerns on power saving and the number of buffers to be implemented. CUTBUF implements the switch allocation flow mechanism proposed in [18] as an alternative solution to flit switching to significantly reduce the required number of concurrently active buffers. At the SA stage, the flits of the packets which in the previous cycle won the SA, have priority over the others. This allows to keep all the flits of the same packet as close as possible. Using SAF, an input-output path in the crossbar is assigned to a packet when its head flit wins the SA stage and the reserved path is released when either the tail flit traverses the same pipeline router stage or when the packet gets blocked (see below). In the ideal case, SAF allows to have a single active buffer per input port, minimizing the need of physical buffers in the NoC router. The baseline SAF may exhibit performance degradation due to both the head induced block (HIB) or the tail induced block (TIB) (see Fig. 4 ). HIB occurs when a packet having a reserved path in the crossbar is blocked because the downstream router input buffer slots are exhausted due to congestion. TIB happens when a packet having a reserved path in the crossbar has no flit ready to traverse the switch in the input buffer. The release blocked crossbar path (RBCP) optimization checks, at each cycle, if credits are available for each packet having a reserved crossbar path, and if the granted packet has at least one flit stored in the input buffer ready to traverse the crossbar. Both conditions must be satisfied, otherwise RBCP releases the path for that packet which has to compete again to access the crossbar.
Implementation. SAF and RBCP techniques affect the SA stage and the BW/RC stage (see in Fig. 3 the green block and the red additional state bits in the input port). The input unit has an additional bit for each VC signaling (when set) that the VC has the path reserved in the crossbar. This bit is set when the input VC receives a grant from SA, and is kept while the VC is requesting the SA. If, for any reason, the VC does not request the SA or the grant does not arrive from the SA, in the next cycle the reserved path bit is cleared (see resvPath bit in Fig. 3 ). In order to support SAF, the resvPath bit is forwarded to the SA (via the SAF/RBCP block) together with the request for SA. If it is set, a filter stage clears all the requests to the SA having an input or an output port shared with the input VC which has the resvPath bit set. Note that two VCs (from the same or different inputs) aiming at the same output port cannot have both resvPath bits set at the same time (SAF is enforced).
Buffer Reuse
Low buffer utilization in wormhole virtual channeled NoCs has two motivations. First, it may be necessary to assign a single buffer for each packet to avoid deadlock at network level (atomic buffer allocation). Second, the round-robin switch allocation strategy to optimize the crossbar utilization leads to the underutilization of the buffers, since multiple buffers are kept active storing flits of packets waiting for the crossbar arbitration.
Thus, reassigning buffers to a new packet as soon as possible can increase their utilization. Traditionally, in conservative VC reallocation, a VC can be re-allocated to a new packet only if the tail of its last allocated packet is sent out, i.e., it is empty [19] . Buffer reuse allows to reassign non empty buffers, if the packet that is stored in the buffer is guaranteed to traverse the switch in a fixed, i.e., deterministic, number of cycles. In such a way, the newly allocated packet is guaranteed not to block because of the previous one stored in the same buffer. Moreover, the new packet can be of any type regardless the type of the previous one using the same buffer. In particular, buffer reuse requires to fulfill the following three conditions:
Switch allocation flow. The use of SAF eventually coupled with the RBCP optimization, ensures that a granted packet will exit the buffer in a finite number of cycles. However, the possibility of blocking imposes to check the following two additional conditions. Tail Received. To declare a buffer reusable, the tail flit of the packet that is using it, has to be in the buffer. In such a way, no other flits of the packet will reach the buffer in the future. Note that this check prevents the TIB effect (Section 3.2). Downstream buffer credits. Let us consider an upstream/downstream router pair with a packet stored in the upstream router's input buffer. Once the packet has been granted by the upstream router and the tail flit is stored in the input buffer, it is required that the downstream router's input buffer has enough credits to store all the flits that are in the input buffer of the upstream router. This check prevents the HIB effect (Section 3.2). Fig. 5 reports a scenario where two packets, i.e., blue and green, traverse an upstream/downstream router pair in sequence (blue packet first), supposing infinite buffer size for the specific case, to ease the discussion. Cycle 9 represents the critical point where buffer reuse takes place. The yellow box highlights the SA stage for B1 flit of the blue packet. At this time, the buffer used by the blue packet can be declared reusable, since the corresponding T 1 flit has been stored at cycle 8 and the packet will not block due to the infinite buffer assumption, i.e. the credit count in the downstream router buffer is greater than the stored flits in the considered buffer. Moreover, H1 of the green packet reaches the downstream router at cycle 9, thus it requires a buffer. In this perspective, we implemented a forwarding mechanisms to guarantee that the buffer reuse decided in the SA stage, i.e., yellow box, is propagated to the BW/RC for the head of the green packet, i.e., red box, in the same cycle. As a result, a single buffer is required to host two subsequent packets.
Buffer reuse is similar to the whole packet forwarding scheme with two main differences. First, WPF is used in fully adaptive routing to restore a packet that is traveling in the escape VCs to the adaptive ones. Thus, to restore a packet from an escape VC to a fully adaptive VC, WPF requires that the destination VC has enough slots to completely store the packet to avoid network level deadlock. Second, WPF focuses on single-flit packets and both packets stored in the same buffer have to be of the same type.
On the other hand, the proposed buffer reuse strategy only requires that a non-idle VC can be used to store a new packet, i.e., reused, if and only if the actual stored packet is guaranteed to exit in a fixed amount of cycles. Note that no assumptions on the types of the two packets nor the need to have space in the destination buffer to entirely store the new packet are required, thus making our buffer reuse more general than WPF.
Implementation. Starting from the baseline router pipeline, the buffer reuse requires changes in two different stages. As detailed in Fig. 3 , the blue box highlights the required logic, while the red additional bits added for each buffer are used to store the required information. Two bits are used for each buffer. The REUSEABLE BIT signals the possibility to reuse the buffer while the REUSED BIT indicates if the buffer is actually being reused. When a head flit traverses the BW/RC stage, the logic checks the REUSEABLE BIT and it is designed to use first the buffers with the REUSEABLE BIT set, to optimally limit the number of active used buffers in the input port. The REUSEABLE BIT is set by the SA stage when the three conditions described above are met. The REUSEABLE BIT is cleared when the tail flit passes through the SA stage. This means that the buffer is idle starting from the next cycle or another packet is in the buffer, if the . Two packets, P1 and P2 composed of three flits have been sequenced on two routers, i.e. upstream and downstream. A single buffer assigned to P1 can be reused by P2 at cycle 9. The SA stage on flit B1 sets the reuse bit (yellow SA) that is forwarded to the input unit that is storing H2 at the same cycle (red RC).
buffer has been reused before. In both cases, the buffer cannot be considered reusable.
The second bit, i.e., REUSED BIT , signals if the buffer is actually being reused, since a single reuse per buffer is supported in the current implementation. The REUSED BIT is set when the head flit of the packet is stored in a non empty buffer, according to the state of the REUSEABLE BIT , while it is cleared when the tail of the packet on the front traverses the switch. Thus, the bit indicates the condition when parts of two packets coexist in the same buffer.
Virtual Network Reuse
Protocol-level deadlocks are typically avoided by imposing the use of multiple VNETs to separate different types of message. In addition, VCs may be used to improve performance. In this scenario, multiple buffers (VNET Â VC) are dedicated, thus exacerbating the risk of low buffer utilization. The proposed Virtual Network Reuse strategy allows to relax the constraint to restrict the use of separate VNET buffers for a specific type of message. In particular, it allows to allocate (at each hop) a packet on a buffer regardless the virtual network it belongs to. The proposed optimization increases the buffer utilization by mixing traffic that is originally routed to different VNETs, in fewer virtual channels.
The VNET Reuse strategy relies on the existence of at least one queue per VNET to avoid possible deadlocks. Indeed, by consideringueues, and M types of messages, at least one queue should be available for a given VNET, regardless of the status of the other VNETs. Thus, q should be equal or higher than VNET . Note that VNET Reuse may introduce out-oforder issues since packets in the same VNET may take different queues, thus reaching the destination garbled. However, this situation is also present in the baseline router (multiple VCs per VNET), being this issue orthogonal to CUTBUF.
Implementation. The changes to support the Virtual Network Reuse affect the output ports, the virtual channel allocation stage and the Input Unit (see red blocks in Fig. 6 ). The Input Unit has to store the VNET id for each incoming head flit, and to provide it to the VC allocator unit. The Output Unit is enhanced in two ways. First, each output VC has an additional register to store the used VNET id. Moreover, additional logic is used to compute the number of used output VCs dedicated to each VNET. Starting from these information, each output port computes the blocking N bits, i.e. one per VNET. Each bit, if set, means that an additional output VC can be allocated to the port. If the bit is cleared then all the requests to this output port, pertaining to traffic from the VNET the bit is representing, cannot be granted. The blocking bits, i.e., blk reqVNET , are collected by the VA to filter the requests from the input VCs. In particular, each input VC requiring for the VA has to provide its VNET id. A filter module operates on each input VC request by checking if it can be arbitrated or not, depending on the blocking bits. In particular, for each request from an input VC, the following condition is used to update the corresponding req va filtered: req va filtered ¼ ðreq vafðreq route; blk reqVNET ðreq vnet idÞÞÞ?1 : 0
where req va is the request for the VA stage, while fðreq r oute; blk reqVNET ðreq vnet idÞÞÞ is a mapping function which returns true if the requested output port, i.e. req route, can allocate more output VCs for the req vnet id VNET id, otherwise it returns false. If the condition is valid, the req va filtered bit is set for the specific input VC, otherwise it is cleared preventing the VA to grant it. All the req va that successfully passes the filtering stage traverse the classic two stages VA. Once the VA grants a request, both the notification and the VNET id of such request packet is forwarded to the corresponding output unit to update its state.
Buffer Remapping
Given a router pair, the virtual channel allocation stage takes place in the upstream router to select the VC that will be used to store the packet in the downstream router input buffers. However, the upstream router does not know the actual state of the downstream buffers when the first flit of a packet arrives to the downstream one, since there are few delay cycles due to the router pipeline between such an event and the VA. Moreover, buffer reuse takes place in the downstream router to aggressively reuse the same buffer with different packets regardless their types. To this extent, the buffer remapping strategy is functional to the buffer reuse one, since it allows a late binding between the packet and the actual used buffer in the downstream router. The buffer remapping strategy faces these two issues. Once the packet's head flit actually reaches the input port, the buffer remapping logic properly selects the input buffer to store the packet, regardless the assigned VC in the upstream router. A physical buffer is selected in the downstream router to store the flits of the packet, while the credit flow is sent to the upstream router depending on the state of the actual assigned buffer. The upstream router sees the credit flow as belonging to the original selected VC during the VA stage. In this perspective, nothing needs to be modified in the baseline router, since from the logical viewpoint the optimization is transparent to the upstream router.
Implementation. The remapping logic is organized in two main components (see blue blocks in Fig. 3) . First, a remapping table on a per input port basis is implemented to store the original VC assigned by the upstream router, and the remapped VC assigned by the buffer remapping module. Second, a logic block is introduced to select the buffer to be actually used to store the incoming flits of the packet. It operates in two phases. Initially it checks if a reusable buffer is present by inspecting both the REUSEABLE BIT and REUSED BIT bits; if it is not the case, then the flit is allocated on an idle buffer. To this purpose, the following aspects must be addressed:
Remapping occurs when a head flit reaches the input port. In particular, the remapping table is updated when the head flit arrives to the input port following a simple rule that tries to allocate first the buffers with the REUSEABLE BIT set. The mapping is kept until the tail flit leaves the buffer and then the record is deleted at the same time the backward credit is sent to the upstream router. The remapping table is updated when a head flit is processed; thus if a buffer is marked as reusable, the physical buffer identifier is associated to the new virtual channel assigned by the upstream router, since no more flits of the packet in the front of such buffer are expected. There is always an available buffer reusable or idle to store the flit of a new packet, since in the upstream router the VA succeeded and buffer remapping only reallocates buffers.
Deadlock Analysis
CUTBUF could introduce deadlocks as it stores in the same queue messages from different VNs. Here we argue the deadlock-free nature of CUTBUF. A protocol-level deadlock occurs when messages of different classes (e.g., requestresponse messages) are mapped in the same queues and messages of one type block messages of other types: introducing message type dependencies leads to deadlock [20] . Indeed, VNETs are used to avoid such deadlocks, by guaranteeing that messages of one type always reach destinations, bypassing blocked messages of different types.
Both buffer reuse and VNET reuse strategies may introduce deadlocks as they reuse queues. However, consider a baseline NoC using a deadlock-free routing algorithm (e.g., XY routing). The buffer reuse strategy still maintains the absence of deadlock by construction. In particular, a buffer can be reused only when it is guaranteed by the SA arbiter that the stored packet will leave the buffer in a finite number of cycles. This is guaranteed as packet-level crossbar switching is performed and the arbiter checks the number of remaining flits and the reception of the whole packet (tail flit received). Thus, the packet will never block the incoming message that is reusing the buffer. Moreover, the packet that eventually reuses such buffer will have its head flit on the top of the queue in a finite number of cycles. Therefore, there is no extra blocking conditions for packets. Furthermore, both packets belong to the same VNET and thus they are compatible and can share the queue with no chances of inducing protocol-level deadlocks.
Similar to buffer reuse, VNET reuse optimization relies on the possibility to reuse the same buffer at the input port. However, in this case, VNET reuse may lead to protocollevel deadlock as it can share the same queue to messages of different types, i.e., from different VNETs. In this perspective, VNET reuse implemented on the top of the baseline NoC, allows to use each buffer for any type of traffic, but ensuring that at least one VC can be reserved or is already reserved for the remaining VNETs. Indeed, an incoming packet will have always a queue guaranteed at the next hop for its own VNET; note that we keep at least one queue per VNET, hence two packets from the same VNET will never block two queues in a given input port. Thus, such packet cannot experience protocol-level deadlock nor networklevel deadlock, since the routing algorithm is deadlock-free.
It has to be underlined that VNET reuse does not improve performance but reshapes traffic on few physical buffers, when possible. Moreover, the use of VNET reuse and buffer reuse cannot lead to deadlock, since once a buffer is reused, the VNET is checked by the VNET reuse optimization to see if it is the packet that is reusing the buffer, and not the one in front of the queue, since the packet in front will leave the queue in a finite number of cycles. As a conclusion, protocol-level deadlock is avoided by guaranteeing that: i) buffers are reused only when the message leaving the router will not block, and ii) for blocked messages in an input port, at least one queue is reserved for each different VNET.
EVALUATION
This section discusses the evaluation of CUTBUF from different viewpoints. The experimental setup is described in Section 4.1. Results with real and synthetic traffic patterns are discussed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. The scalability analysis using PARSEC applications up to 48-cores is detailed in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 discusses area, power and timing numbers extracted from the RTL Verilog implementations for the baseline and the CUTBUF routers varying different parameters, namely buffer depth, flit size and number of queues. Last, Section 4.6 presents the impact CUTBUF has on buffer utilization.
Experimental Setup
Although the CUTBUF methodology proposed in Section 3 is generally applicable, the assessment has been performed on 16-core and 48-core 2D-mesh tiled architectures, whose detailed parameters are reported in Table 2 . For the 16-core platform the tile is composed of an out-of-order core running at 1 GHz, with private L1 cache and a shared L2 cache composed of 16 physically distributed banks, each connected to a different router. The 48-core has the same 4x4 2D-mesh structure of the 16-core, but each tile has three cores. The rationale behind the platform selection is threefold. First of all, 16 and 48 cores are two reasonable architectures to show a realistic scalability of the proposed methodology. Moreover, the choice to add multiple cores per tile instead of increasing the NoC size is motivated by the design choices followed by Intel in the SCC platform, where multiple (two) cores per tile are inserted [21] . Last, the variable number of cores on the same tile allows to validate CUTBUF considering different traffic loads, since the 48-core configuration leads to higher traffic. Different scenarios are simulated using the GEM5 full system simulator [7] , properly enhanced with CUTBUF. In particular, both MIBENCH [5] and PARSEC [22] benchmark suites are exploited to provide a comprehensive validation on single-and multi-threaded scenarios. The time to completion, i.e. the time to run the benchmark up to termination, is used as the performance metric in all the analyzed scenarios with real applications. Table 3 reports different router microarchitecture versions derived from both the baseline and the CUTBUF pipeline. In particular, baseline identifies baseline NoC router pipeline, with three VNETs and two VCs per VNET. Ctbf represents the CUTBUF implementation with the minimum number of VCs required by the coherence protocol, i.e., three VCs for three VNETs in the considered MESI-based directory based protocol. Last, ctbf-(3+i) identifies the CUTBUF pipeline implementing i additional VCs used to increase performance. Since i 2 ð1::3Þ, the validation has been carried out considering CUTBUF implementing from three to six VCs, i.e., from the minimum number of VCs required by the coherence protocol up to the same number of VCs implemented in the baseline. Note that the CUTBUF proposal mainly aims to reduce both area and power, while keeping almost the same performance of the baseline system.
Performance Evaluation: Real Applications
This section discusses the performance of the CUTBUF architecture compared to the baseline NoC, considering a 16-core 2D-mesh architecture and MIBENCH applications: all the other parameters are kept constant as described in Table 2 . The results are displayed in Table 4 and Table 4 considering a buffer depth of four and eight flits, respectively. It is evident how 4 flits is a reasonable buffer depth to reduce power and area with minimal impact on performance for the majority of the analyzed benchmarks (see Fig. 1 for the analysis of a specific benchmark, namely qsort). On the other hand, a buffer depth of 8 guarantees no bubble insertion due to round trip time credit in the considered pipeline, thus allowing to clearly evaluate the performance of the proposed solution reducing possible constraining factors.
The two tables share the same format. Different benchmarks listed, whereas each column reports the considered CUTBUF architecture as detailed in Table 3 . All the results are expressed in percentage with respect to the baseline pipeline (that is not explicitly reported) as:
where uarch i is the analyzed microarchitecture, i.e., one of the four microarchitectures reported in Table 3 . T uarch i , T uarch baseline represent the times to completion for the specific architecture to run the benchmark. Only CUTBUF-based microarchitectures are reported since the baseline NoC is the reference. CUTBUF without additional VCs (i.e., ctbf in the tables) performs worse than the baseline in all the benchmarks considering both four and eight flit buffer depth. For example, ctbf shows a performance penalty of 5.0 and 3.0 percent considering the susan benchmark with four and eight flit buffer depth. However, it is an expected result, since ctbf only implements three VCs, one VC per VNET.
In general, the increase of the buffer depth for the CUT-BUF router reduces the gap with the baseline, due to a better usage of the additional slots. For example, considering the qsort application and ctbf, the performance penalty drops from 20.1 to 11.1 percent moving from four to eight flit buffer depth. This behavior is justified by the SAF technique implemented in CUTBUF that reduces the contention on VC allocation, since once a packet is granted all the packet traverses the router unless it blocks. If the block is due to buffer fullness, increasing the buffer depth reduces the chances for blocking and then improves the performance of CUTBUFbased pipelines.
Although ctbf behaves worse than the baseline, the performance penalties can be quickly restored by adding spare VCs. In particular, most of the applications show ctbf-(3+1) behaving almost as good as the baseline, thus reducing the performance penalty to less than 1 percent. For example, fft shows a performance penalty of 10:18 and 0:96 considering ctbf and ctbf-(3+1) with four-flit buffers (Table 4 ). This behavior is mainly due to CUTBUF ability to dynamically allocate spare VCs to the most loaded VNET.
A last consideration concerns the variability on the application's load. For example, qsort suffers the scarcity of VCs in the ctbf, highlighting a 20.0 percent performance penalty considering four-flit slot buffers, that is reduced to 11.1 percent if the buffer depth is 8. At the same time qsort greatly benefits from an additional VC, i.e., ctbf-(3+1), obtaining a 4.2 and 2.3 percent degradation for four and eight buffer depth. In this perspective, it is of paramount importance to provide a flexible architecture capable to dynamically allocate spare VCs to the most demanding type of traffic, balancing also power and performance.
Performance Evaluation: Synthetic Traffic
This section explores the performance of the CUTBUF architecture (described in Table 3 ) considering three synthetic traffic patterns [19] .
Considering synthetic traffic, we provide the worst case analysis for the CUTBUF proposal from the performance viewpoint. The traffic unbalance at the VNET injection point is totally removed, thus CUTBUF cannot take advantage over it anymore. Moreover, the use of different injection rates, namely from low traffic up to network saturation, demonstrates the CUTBUF effectiveness with different network loads. Fig. 7 reports results for random, bit-complement and transpose ( ði; jÞÀ > ðj; iÞ ) synthetic traffics, considering the baseline pipeline and CUTBUF with a variable number of spare VCs. As expected, the ctbf, i.e., the CUTBUF with three VCs one per VNET, behaves worse in all the scenarios due to higher contention on the virtual channels. In particular, the saturation point is roughly one third of the saturation point of the baseline pipeline that implements 6 VCs. However, the ctbf is intended for power and area savings, thus fitting low traffic scenarios.
Conversely, CUTBUF greatly improves its saturation limit by adding spare queues. For example, Fig. 7a shows how ctbf-(3+2) provides roughly the same saturation threshold of the baseline pipeline even using five VCs instead of six. Note that such results are not only due to the possibility to reuse the VCs for different traffic types, but it is the result of the whole CUTBUF methodology.
Moreover, ctbf-(3+3) implements the same number of VCs of the baseline pipeline, i.e., 6, while it provides a saturation improvement in between 5 and 12 percent considering bit-complement and random traffic, respectively. Note that the possibility to dynamically allocate the additional VCs to the most loaded VNET allows quite unbalanced configurations. For example it is possible to have configurations where a single VC is allocated to VNET-0 and VNET-1 while VNET-3 has four allocated VCs. This allows for greater throughput improvement especially when the traffic distribution is not known a priori. Moreover, all the simulations consider equally distributed traffic in all the three VNETs. This is the worst scenario for the presented methodology, nevertheless we are still better than the baseline NoC.
Scalability Analysis
This section explores the scalability of ctbf-(3+1) from the performance viewpoint against the baseline NoC, considering the 16-and 48-core platforms described in Fig. 7 . Baseline and CUTBUF pipelines performance considering different synthetic traffic patterns. The baseline pipeline has three VNETs and two VCs per VNET, while CUTBUF is evaluated considering a different number of spare VCs. Moreover, we consider single flit packets, following the validation path of other research papers [3] , [4] . Section 4.1. Table 5 details for each simulated PARSEC benchmark the timing overhead of the two considered architectures defined as:
where ctbf t and baseline t are the times to complete the benchmark execution considering the CUTBUF NoC and the baseline NoC, respectively. Equation (3) measures the performance degradation of ctbf-(3+1) with respect to the baseline NoC. In particular, a positive overhead means that ctbf-(3+1) introduces a performance degradation, while a negative overhead means that ctbf-(3+1) improves performance with respect to the baseline NoC.
Starting from the described scenarios, two different aspects can be underlined. First, the ctbf-(3+1) methodology shows performance overheads within 2 percent both considering 16-and 48-core architectures even in full system simulation using multi-threaded applications. This is achieved even if ctbf-(3+1) implements less buffers with respect to the baseline NoC. Second, ctbf-(3+1) provides the same performance degradation within few percentage points, while increasing the number of cores.
Area, Power and Timing Analysis
Both the CUTBUF and the baseline NoC routers have been implemented and simulated in RTL Verilog, and then synthesized using Synopsys Design Compiler using the standard 45 nm NAND Gate cell library. Synthesis results are collected considering an operating voltage of 1.1 V and a clock frequency of 667 MHz, choosing a router with five inputs and three VNETs to resemble the architecture simulated using GEM5. Area and power results explore three parameters: the buffer depth, the total number of VCs and the flit width. Moreover, Table 6 reports the critical path in picoseconds for each pipeline stage for both the baseline and the CUTBUF routers. The CUTBUF architecture critical path is in the VA stage due to the additional complexity to arbitrate the implemented buffers considering the VNET reuse optimization, i.e. considering the buffers as a shared resource pool. Moreover, the critical path of the baseline router is in the SA stage. It is worth noticing the baseline router has three VA arbiters, one per VNET, each of them managing a subset of VCs dedicated to the specific VNET. On the other hand, the SA stage has to arbitrate all the buffers for each input port. The SA in the CUTBUF architecture is faster since only four buffers are implemented out of six while keeping the same performance level as demonstrated in Section 4.4. In this perspective, Table 6 highlights how CUTBUF introduces a timing overhead of 11.4 percent with respect to the baseline ( Þ. Moreover, [23] demonstrated as time stealing introduced a negligible power and area overheads. Fig. 8 reports power and area for both CUTBUF and baseline considering three VCs and three VNETs, i.e., one per VNET. This is the most constrained configuration, since the MESI coherence protocol uses three VNETs. Results are provided considering four and eight buffer depth, where the X axis reports the flit size. Area and power overheads are reported for CUTBUF with respect to the baseline. CUTBUF introduces both area and power overheads, but they decrease by increasing the buffer flit size, since all the changes that CUTBUF introduces are not influenced by the flit width. Moreover, using a deeper buffer, i.e., eight flits instead of CUTBUF and baseline implement four and six buffers, respectively. four, contributes to reduce the area and power overheads. For example, CUTBUF has a power overhead of 14.4 percent considering 64-bit flit size and four slots per buffer. However, such overhead decreases to 2.7 percent when 192-bit flit size and eight slots per buffer are considered. Fig. 9 depicts the power and area overheads for CUTBUF with respect to the baseline pipeline considering different amounts of VCs, while keeping fixed the number of VNETs to 3 and a buffer depth of eight flits per buffer. All the results are obtained comparing CUTBUF and the baseline with the same number of VCs. Section 4.3 demonstrates that CUTBUF can provide the same performance with less VCs. In particular three, six and nine VCs per input port are evaluated, organized in one, two and three VCs per VNET for the baseline pipeline, respectively. Moreover, CUTBUF has one VCs per VNET for all the cases whereas three and six spare VCs are used in six VCs and nine VCs configurations, respectively.
Since the major changes for the CUTBUF pipeline are in the input buffer, i.e., more complex VCs, increasing the number of VCs rises both power and area overheads. Considering as an example a flit size of 64 bits, Fig. 9b reports a power overhead of 5.9, 8.7 and 13.4 percent when three, six and nine VCs are implemented. However, the overhead decreases with the flit size (as well as with buffer depth, not shown in the figure). In particular, the power overhead is lower than 5 percent with three, six and nine VCs using 192-bit flit size, with an area overhead which is less than 2.5 percent. The changes introduced by CUTBUF negatively affect both area and power estimates. However, they highly depend on the buffer depth and flit width, thus considering a buffer depth of eight flits per VC and a flit width of at least 64 bits, the overheads are almost lower than 10 percent. Moreover, the overheads are loosely coupled with the number of implemented VCs, allowing to introduce multiple spare VCs to increase the performance without affecting area and power overheads or to support different coherence protocols.
Until now, the analysis compared CUTBUF with the baseline pipeline considering always the same amount of VCs for each microarchitecture. However, CUTBUF focuses on buffer reduction still ensuring limited performance degradation. In this perspective, Fig. 10 details area and power results comparing CUTBUF with five VCs and the baseline router with 6 VCs. First, the additional logic to support the CUTBUF methodology dominates if the flit size is very small, i.e., 64 bits, thus highlighting a small power overhead for CUTBUF, while the reduction to five buffers provides a limited area saving. However, starting from a flit size of 96 bits CUTBUF always provides lower area and better power figures with respect to the baseline. Note that by removing one buffer out of six, the best theoretical saving is 1/6 (16.67 percent). In the light of such a bound, Fig. 10 shows good scalability for the proposed methodology, since it obtains up to 13.70 and 13.78 percent respectively, considering a 192-bit flit size. Fig. 11 compares CUTBUF with four VCs against the baseline router using six VCs. The theoretical throughput obtainable by CUTBUF using four VCs is limited with respect to the baseline, as shown in Section 4.3. However, in almost all the experiments with real benchmarks, the performance overhead of CUTBUF using four VCs is within 5 percent (see Sections 4.2 and 4.4). In this scenario, the reduction of two out of six buffers allows to save up to 33 percent of both power and area, provided that buffers dominate the router design. Synthesis data results show an area and power savings of 30.6 and 30.7 percent, respectively, compared to a baseline with six VCs. Fig. 12 depicts the area and the power impact introduced by CUTBUF for each main block in the router. We consider a router with 128-bit flit width and eight slots per buffer. Synthesis results with one, two and three VCs per VNET are reported. Four main components are considered in the analysis: the crossbar, the input buffers and the virtual channel and switch allocation stages. Additionally, the Global Impact bar reports the contribution each component has with respect to the entire router. As expected, the buffers dominate the router area, whereas the area overhead due to CUTBUF for the buffers is limited to 3.3 percent. Conversely, CUTBUF mainly affects the SA stage imposing an area overhead of 112, 164 and 161 percent using one, two and three VCs per VNET. This overhead is due to the size of the SA which only accounts for the 1.4 percent of the entire router area. Thus, even if the overhead is not negligible on the SA component the total router area is only marginally affected by the CUTBUF overhead.
The same considerations are still valid for the power analysis. Again, buffers dominate the power consumption of the router, but CUTBUF only adds a modest overhead within 6 percent for all the examined configurations. Nevertheless, CUTBUF greatly impacts the SA power consumption, but a negligible overhead is observed in the whole router, since the SA accounts only affects 2 percent of the router power.
Buffer Utilization
This section details how CUTBUF reshapes the buffer utilization, thus allowing to physically reduce the number of implemented buffers. Fig. 13 shows the average buffer load for a 16-core 2D-mesh topology, running the susan MIBENCH and considering the three different microarchitectures described in Table 3 : buffer depth is four-flit and all the other parameters are kept constant as reported in Table 2 . All the results share the same format. The average load for each VC in the NoC is reported on the z axis. All the 16 routers, i.e., from 0 to 15, are reported on the y axis. The x axis reports the virtual channels organized per virtual networks and input ports with an extended label on such x axis. Each VC is reported as well as the corresponding VNET and an input port groups multiple VNETs. For example, Fig. 13a reports two VCs per VNET, i.e., vc0 and vc1, where each input port groups three VNETs, i.e. 0, 1 and 2, thus six virtual channels are present for each input port. Note that, input ports are not numbered, since the input port numbering depends on each specific router and its position in the NoC topology. This result provides a qualitative idea on the CUTBUF impact. Moreover, Fig. 13c reports ctbf buffer utilization implementing one VC per VNET, thus each input port groups three VNETs, but three VCs only instead of six VCs.
NoC-base, i.e., the results in Fig. 13a , shows the different utilization of the VCs in different VNETs. Moreover, due to the flit-switching, all the VCs in the same VNET are almost equally used, thus reducing the chances to remove some buffers. Fig. 13b details buffer utilization when both buffer reuse and SAF are implemented. The utilization of the Fig. 12 . CUTBUF area and power overhead normalized to the baseline considering four main router blocks: VC allocation, switch allocator, input buffers and crossbar. Six VCs, three VNET, i.e., two VCs per VNET, and the link width is 128 bits with eight slots per buffer. The impact of each component with respect to the router is considered as the last column of each bar group. Fig. 13 . Averaged traffic distribution across the NoC, i.e., each VC of each router, considering the baseline NoC and the CUTBUF methodology. The CUTBUF is presented in two different versions where the CUTBUF-full is the final proposal of this paper and uses half the number of buffers. Note that VC 2 is seldom used because of the traffic, while we need to implement it to being deadlock free.
buffers in the same VNET is now unbalanced, while the traffic of different types is still isolated in a VC subset. Moreover, it is still visible the unbalanced utilization of resources across different VNETs. Fig. 13c shows results using the complete CUTBUF and implementing three VCs per input port instead of six. All the traffic can use each VC, while the ability to compress the traffic in few VCs opens up the possibility for further power savings, namely using power gating actuators.
CONCLUSIONS
Buffers dominate the NoC router area and power consumption and, due to their complex relationship with performance, a design concurrently optimizing these three metrics is not trivial. In addition, the need of VNETs to support coherence protocols leads to an unbalanced buffer utilization.
CUTBUF is a novel router architecture for virtual channeled NoCs that allows to dynamically allocate VCs to VNETs depending on their actual loads. The same buffer can be used to store messages of different types at different points in time, thus allowing resource reuse. The final goal is to reduce the NoC router area and power consumption, while minimizing the negative impact on the performance. CUTBUF is validated against synthetic and real applications and a complete RTL Verilog router model has been developed to collect area and power estimates. In a nutshell, CUTBUF uses less buffers providing up to 30.6 and 30.7 percent area and power reduction with an operating frequency decrease of 5 percent and no more than 5 percent of performance penalty considering real benchmarks, though most of the time the performance penalty is confined below 2 percent. On a different perspective, CUTBUF is flexible enough to pay less than 5 percent of area and power overheads to improve the throughput up to 23.8 percent, compared to a baseline router with the same number of buffers.
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